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INSTALLATION PROCEDURES

** YOU WILL NEED A 6 MILLIMETER ALLEN KEY **

General
The mirrors you have purchased will require prep-work prior to painting and final mounting. Mirror bodies are easily 
sandable and will accept most standard paint finishes. A slight amount of finishing/glazing putty may be used to fill any 
irregularies. We suggest a thorough dewaxing or cleaner to eliminate any mold release agent prior to sanding with 120 grit 
paper, priming, glazing, then finishing with subsequent light sandings wet or dry to suit. We have found filler type primers 
work very well. Consider mounting the mirrors first prior to final paint. For ease of painting, the glass mirrors are not 
installed. This will allow you to remove the adjustment mechanism held in place by four (4) screws, accessed through the 
slots in the backing plate. 
Once mirror body is painted final attachment of glass to backing place can be done, using a quality silicone adhesive. Use 
two (2) ‘dime’ sized dabs following manufacturer’s recommendations. Hold in place with masking tape until set. Position 
glass just slightly towards the outer edge for ease of adjustment.

MOUNTING

IMPORTANT – Always Mount Passenger Side First
(for maximum viewing, mount mirrors as far forward on door as possible)

HIDDEN OR INTERNAL MOUNTING PROCEDURE (an extra pair of hands would be helpful)

Make sure you have access to inside / underside of mounting area

STEP 1 Before starting, we suggest you attach the glass mirror in place, using two-way foam tape, which can later be 
removed. This will help in positioning the mirrors with the least adjustment. While sitting in the driver’s seat, have 
someone hold the mirror in the appropriate locations and adjust to your satisfaction.

Once you have an idea where mirrors will mount, we suggest applying masking tape over the area. This will make 
it easier to show any pencil or any other marks you make and protect any finishes.

MOUNT the passenger side first, location is critical if you want to see anything. This is due to your angle of 
vision and door sill height. This is where a buddy is helpful to hold and mark location.

STEP 2 The factory provided mounting surface is flat and is suited for some applications. However, the mounting surface 
needs to be trimmed and sanded to match the contour of the car’s mounting surface, and keep mirrors at a 
horizontal plane.

Sand the mounting stem to match the body contour. Repeat procedure for driver’s side making sure you match 
locations. Mark outline of mounting surface making sure mirror is vertical.

STEP 3 Once matching contour is achieved, inserts can be installed quite simply

• locate centers where inserts will be installed, use our standard templates as a guideline

• carefully drill 3/8” diameter holes 1/2 to 5/8” deep. Keep them as close to right angle or perpendicular to
surface as possible (good idea to pre-drill with 1/4” drill first)

• install knife inserts by screwing them into the drilled holes using a 6 millimeter hex allen key. Apply a bit of 
pressure to get them started, keeping them straight, snug them up, file away any part protruding.

• Using the template mark location of mounting holes on door, lining up driver and passenger side, check and 
double check before drilling any holes

• once you’re certain all is OK, drill a couple of 1/8” pilot holes (some applications may require also drilling 
through body/door bracing in order to access bolts from inside)

• continue by enlarging hole to 1/4”+ on outside (and larger on bracing in order to install bolts). You should now 
be ready for a trial fit. Tighten both screws simultaneously and evenly – take care not to cross thread
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PLEASE NOTE: we supply 1/4-20  x 5/8” long bolts for attaching the mirrors these will work well on ‘glass bodies. 
When mounting to a steel door you may have to cut/grind down or add spacer washers to avoid bottoming out the 
bolt

• if required, any final adjustments can be done by enlarging one or both holes to 5/16”. This will allow some 
rotation of mirror. If not necessary, leave ‘em alone

• now you can remove masking tape, clean up, etc.

• there is no gasket between mirror and body
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